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Abstract
The shareholder is the basis of the corporate idea and framework. Corporate
governance protects the rights of shareholders. But not all shareholders have
the same power, control or ability to exert their responsibilities and rights.
The plethora of legal, regulatory and statutory frameworks and initiatives that
are in place to establish a balance of power and control within and beyond the
formal organizational pyramid, do not take into account the power and the
complexity of relations, alliances and strategies among shareholders, shareholders and managers or shareholders and other stakeholders. Furthermore,
main corporate governance theories more or less ignore minority shareholders. They are considered as free riders, useful idiots or just supplemental capital to achieve the goals of the more organized or more powerful shareholders
or managers. Their position and bargaining depend on ownership concentration and legal protection. Ownership domination and control are the borderlines of the corporate governance problems especially in Continental Europe
corporate governance system. In Continental Europe corporate governance
system, the issues or problems that are reported for the Anglo-Saxon system
are different: asymmetry of information vs asymmetry of power and control,
moral hazard vs moral control, adverse selection vs family loyalty, differences
in motives (alignment of interests vs control entrenchment). The paper will
address these differences and will argue that best practices as an easy way to
uphold pretenses and the “comply or explain” in these circumstances leads to
non-compliance and no explanations. Finally, the paper will try to answer the
question: Who wants to be a minority shareholder in a corporation that
doesn’t respect the rights of the individual shareholder or it is dominated
completely? The consequences of the fallout or failure of corporate governance in Continental Europe system countries will be shown using the Folli
Follie case in Greece. As a conclusion the paper argues that a new framework
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of corporate governance is needed for countries where ownership concentration is high and legal protection of minority shareholders is poor.
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1. Introduction
The corporate idea is evolved around the individual shareholder. The idea of
equality, interest alignment and fair play amongst shareholders and other main
stakeholders (i.e. managers) is a fallacy that is common. Shareholders as a group
are not homogenous. The idea that all shareholders are equal derives from the
“on share—one vote” rule. In real life however power and control are not distributed equally amongst the group.
Regulation; legal framework; corporate statutes; shareholders’ social interconnections—dependencies; capital accumulation; market for corporate control;
cost, feasibility and efficacy of control and inner environment power games
create a more dynamic system of shareholders relations. Moreover, the mix of
the previously mentioned variables is not the same amongst countries. Shareholders are providers of capital; they have the potential of involvement in management of the corporation and they have a set of rights (these rights vary from
country to country and from corporation to corporation). The most significant
rights are the right to decide on the strategy and tactics of the corporation, the
right to vote, the right to obtain information and the right to monitor the activities of the corporation and the quality of the decisions made.
The main right of any shareholder is the voting right. The rule “one
share—one vote” creates the illusion of equality. Corporation is not democracies, however. Some shareholders accumulate more power by obtaining more
share, and therefore have more power over others (dominant shareholders). The
introduction of cumulative voting (Bhagat & Brickley, 1984) as a good practice
to empower minority shareholders has dubious effects (Lin & Chang, 2017). So,
individual shareholders with very little power, although in many cases hold the
majority of shares, do not have the ability to control (voice their disagreement or
interests) dominant stakeholders (major shareholders, managers) and they become the useful idiots of the corporation. They provide the capital, but they do
not have any control—influence over the decisions made by the corporations
they invest in. The incentive to participate in the corporate decision making
process is minimal and the power game is in favor of the dominant stakeholders
(Cvijanovic, Groen-Xu, & Zachariadis, 2019).
These shareholders have few options. The first one is loyalty (to the dominant
stakeholders) or the exit option (Hirschman, 1970). When shareholders disagree
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or they believe that their interest is not served with the current strategy made by
the dominant stakeholders the only viable choice is the exit and hence they become free-riders. The free-rider problem concludes that no shareholder will
monitor dominant stakeholders (Kiefer, Jones, & Adams, 2017). The paper tries
to explore these relations and to acknowledge potential threats of the corporate
idea.
The protection of these rights is imperative to uphold the balance of needs.
The first need is for corporations to find enough capital to finance their activities
and to achieve their goals and the second need is to ensure that, depending on
the theory adopted by each scholar or executive of the corporation, stakeholders
(stakeholder theory) in general or shareholders (agency theory) receive the benefits that their invested interests deserve.
These rights are in most countries protected by law, regulations in almost
every country there are voluntary codes or initiatives of shareholders rights.
Even OECD has issued a paper describing the Principles of Corporate Governance (OECD, 2004). The judicial system plays a crucial role in the system of
shareholders’ rights protection as well as corporate governance and ethics system’s effectiveness, the internal control systems and the auditing system.
Not all corporate players in the power and control corporate game do not exert the same authority and effectiveness. The corporate governance systems that
were identified (Wang & Chen, 2006; Weimer & Pape, 1999) describe a very different inner environment throughout the corporate systems. In Anglo-Saxon
system managers seem to be the dominant group, whereas in the Continental
European system the controlling shareholders are dominant group of stakeholders. In all systems minority shareholders do play a role. Whether this role is a
significant one or not is dependent on the quality of the corporate governance
and management system, the law, auditing and judicial effectiveness and the
quality of the competition for corporate control.
In the corporate power and control game the rules change, alliances are made,
and power has many forms. Voting rights, information, opportunity of exerting
control, the ability and opportunity to monitor the operations of the corporation, are some of the instrument of regulating the power game.
Minority shareholders, although they seem to be the largest group and collectively, they have the potential to be the dominant group, they rarely are. This is
an outcome the fragmentation of power and their inability to monitor the other
groups. The paper focuses on these problems and poses some questions on
whether these problems in the contemporary corporate and market environment
can have a significant impact on the corporate idea.

2. Legal and Corporate Governance Systems
One of the pillars of minority shareholders’ protection of power is the legal system. As La Porta et al. (1998) argue there are significant differences amongst the
legal systems worldwide. Common law countries are considered to “have the
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strongest legal protection for minority investors while French law provides the
weakest protection. German law countries fall in the middle in terms of protection to shareholders” (Krishnamurti et al., 2005). Civil law countries, on the
other hand, have different checks and balances to mitigate the problem. Major
shareholders have been delegated to protect the rights of minority shareholders.
In all cases ownership concentration is crucial for the way the power game is
played but has different weight.
The way the legal system affects the corporate environment is debatable. The
majority of scholars suggest that it is the legal system that affects directly or indirectly ownership structure, remuneration, capital finance, corporate valuation
(Klapper & Love, 2004; Berkowitz et al., 2003; Beck et al., 2003; La Porta et al.
1999, 2000; Claessens et al., 2000; Lombardo & Pagano, 2000) and not the other
way around. In this respect, if policy makers want to change ownership structure, they simply have to change the legal and regulation framework and the
change will come to a reality at the speed of market effectiveness.
During the years that followed the scandals of Enron, Worldcom, etc. Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) and other facsimiles have been enacted across the globe.
Lazarides and Drimpetas (2010) argue that these initiatives (legal isomorphism)
do not have the desirable effect because the fundamental elements (market liquidity or free float, ownership concentration, market effectiveness, family ownership, etc.) in some countries (Baums, 1993; Kester, 1997; Cuervo, 2002) are
quite different and so there is no panacea when it comes to market and corporate structure problems and scandals.
Corporate governance during the last three decades and especially after the
major corporate scandals of 2001-2002 and 2008 has emphasized the fact that
“firm-level corporate governance matters more in countries with weak shareholder protection and poor judicial efficiency” (Klapper & Love, 2004). Corporations with bad corporate governance system need a more effective legal and
judicial framework to balance for the internal failures or weaknesses.
Shleifer and Vishny (1997) argue that there are other factors (i.e. orientation,
ownership concentration and time horizon of economic relationships) that cumulatively must be used to categorize corporate governance systems. Ownership
concentration seems to be a key element in corporate governance systems. Miller
et al. (2010) calculated a 21% Herfindahl Index of the Fortune 1000 firms and
Céspedesa et al. (2010) they calculated a 33% whereas Gonzaleza et al. (2017)
found a 50% - 80% Herfindahl Index for Latin America firms and Chen and Ho
(2000) for Asian firms reported a 14% concentration of ownership. Ali, Chen
and Radhakrishnan (2007) report that family firms, of the S and P 500 firms,
own on average the 11% of their firms, while in Continental Europe the ownership percentage is more than 35%. Franks et al. (2008) report that in UK ownership concentration is 18%, while in Germany the percentage is 43% and in Italy
68%. As it seems where Anglo-Saxon corporate governance system is prevailing
ownership concentration is low and in Continental Europe and Asian corporate
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governance systems is higher and, in many cases, exceeds the threshold of 50%.

3. Minority Shareholders’ Options
The difference in ownership concentration creates a very different corporate environment and it is the notifying difference between corporate governance systems.
In all cases the dominant group Is not minority shareholders. Although the protection of shareholders and especially minority shareholders is a common factor in
all initiatives (legal or voluntary), the problem doesn’t have the same weight in all
countries. There is an apparent proportion of the need to protect and the need to
be protected. So, in Anglo-Saxon corporate governance countries the protection is
higher. The real problem is that in all the other corporate governance systems the
need to protect minority shareholders is not considered as a major issue.
Major or controlling shareholders themselves or as groups (i.e. family) they
have the opportunity, ability and motive to participate (low cost, high risk of
non-participation because ownership stake is high, and the capital invested is
not dispersed) in controlling and monitoring as well in managing the firm. They
are controlling the Annual Shareholders Meeting (ASM) and the Board of Directors (BoD). On the other hand, minority shareholders due to lack of coordination, interest misalignment, high cost of monitoring, etc. they are vulnerable
to expropriation from other stakeholders like major shareholders and managers.
Expropriation can take the form of profit reallocation, assets misuse, transfer
pricing, sell bellow market price departments or parts of the firm to other firms
that major shareholders own or acquisition of other firms that major shareholders own at a premium (La Porta et al., 2000). As the same authors argue this kind
of expropriation “though often legal, have largely the same effect as theft” (p.4).
So, dominant stakeholders may use the letter of the law to gain private benefits.
The choices that minority shareholders have are directly related with their
ability to exercise and protect their rights. “Facilitation of rights exercise may be
possible under some prerequisites: uninterruptible information flow to and from
shareholders, active capital and market for corporate control, effective and
transparent internal control system, effective and independent Board of Directors, reliable system of transactions, ethical use of power and authority by the
dominant group (manages in the case of the Anglo-Saxon countries and dominant shareholders)” (Lazarides et al., 2009).
Hirschman (1970) argues that a minority shareholder has only three choices:
exit, loyalty, voice. Having in mind the restrictions of the corporate environment
and corporate practices and methods of operations and decision making the
voice choice is infeasible. High ownership concentration, the lack of shareholder
activism, the cost of monitoring and voting rights rules (Gillan & Nguyen, 2018),
especially when ownership concentration exceeds 50%, empower major shareholders to completely dominate over minority shareholders.
The loyalty choice is a most common one. As Aguilera and Jackson (2003)
argue the Continental Europe systems is characterized by commitment by large
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shareholders to their investment and minority shareholders to the leadership
and competence of major shareholders. Shareholders are willing to free ride.
This is a reverse equilibrium. Shareholders acting orthodoxically do not practice
monitor and control, although they welcome any tradeoff benefits of other
shareholders’ or stakeholders’ activity. Board of directors can play a role of
champions of the minority shareholders, but as Tosi et al. (2003) show the fail to
this role. Financial intermediators play a significant role in enhancing the influence of dominant stakeholders and induce loyalty. The complexity of the financial system and the lack of an active and effective market for corporate control
are the some of the factors that dive minority shareholders to, almost, blindly
follow the dominant group.
The last, but most common one in case of apparent problems, choice is the
exit choice. The exit option seems to be less costly to voice, but in reality, there
are significant costs. If the market is adequately liquid the costs or losses may be
minimal and hence feasible and attractive to minority shareholders. But even in
this situation the exit option has some issues. In order to be attractive as an option the effective market hypothesis must be valid.
The idea that markets can effectively disseminate information and solve all
elemental problems of the corporate environment, although attractive, has many
faults. There are some events that uncover the infectiveness of markets. The first
event is the enactment of a new law or regulation that has an impact on operations and financial performance. The second one is the exposure of a corporate
scandal. The study of both events show that minority shareholders do not react
as fast as the effective market theory assumes.
As Figure 1 illustrates market is not as efficient as the advocates of efficient
market hypothesis (Rossi & Gunardi, 2018; Malkiel, 2003) would like us to believe. The Figure shows that it took shareholders four (4) months to take the exit
option (Arnold & de Lange, 2005) from the day off the critical announcement
until the day the stock price has fallen to the its lowest level. The same lack of
immediate reaction can be seen at the Folli Follie graph or equity prices. By that
time shareholders lost more than ninety percent (90%) of their previous wealth.
All this time auditors, managers, CEOs and Presidents of the Board of Directors
were complacent in failure to disclose information or to provide any warning
sign for the minority shareholders. Several hypotheses can me made about their
motives or behavior: speculation, incompetence, fear of persecution, commitment to the family or to dominant shareholders (as their employers), etc. Whatever their motive, the fact is that the minority shareholders were victims to their
asymmetry of information.

4. Useful Idiots, Free Riders or the Achilles Heel of the
Corporate Idea?
The notion that minority shareholders are the corner stone of corporations is
not new. The paper argues that this notion is true, but minority shareholders are
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Source: ISS (2005)

Folli Follie Equity Price

Figure 1. Share Prices two months before and 4 months after corporate failures.

either naïve or instruments—pawns at the hands of dominant stakeholders
(managers in the case of Anglo-Saxon countries and major shareholders in the
case of Continental Europe countries).
For the minority shareholders to be useful idiots they have to be capital providers, but they do not exert any other right but the right to receive dividends. In
this case minority shareholders do not receive, or they do not obtain any useful
information about the operations, the quality of decision making or long-term
financial performance. The only information they get (regardless their ability or
opportunity to process information, to monitor activities and to interpret the
news regarding events that took place that affect the corporation) is the information that the dominant stakeholders is willing to give them, in whatever format
or quality. Using the Hirschman (1970) classification system of option the useful
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idiot shareholder is the shareholder that uses the loyalty option. Hence, minority
shareholders are one of the last groups of stakeholders to react in case of a scandal or an adverse event. When there is a realization of consequences of the
scandal the reaction is panic and the immediate collapse of equity prices, even
though the cause of the scandal can be traced months or years before the time of
the realization. This kind of reaction can be seen at the Folli Follie equity price
graph (see Figure 1). According to Financial Times (28/9/2018) the cause of the
problem is dated even before 2017 and hence if the effective market hypothesis
was valid shareholders could react in 2016 or 2017. But the data show that the
reaction to corporate failure happened when there was no doubt that the scandal
existed. Even then the reaction wasn’t immediate.
If minority shareholders are considered free riders, they are capital providers
but there is a constant vigilance regarding the corporate status and performance.
Free riders are considered rational and the information they get is enough to
give the impression that they can assess the situation at any given time and to
react, that is, the illusion of the effective market case is well founded and minority shareholders can exert without costs or losses the exit option. If the free rider
hypothesis is valid then minority shareholders should not be loyal to the corporation (long term investors) and abandon (sell) their position at the first sign of
problem or divergence of the agreed corporate goals. In this case as well the
reaction is not instantaneously to the real event—cause of the failure. Free riders,
hypothetically, could react swifter and in advance. Some do (and the majority off
the dominant stakeholders do), but the majority of the minority shareholders
seem to have a lag time in their reaction. The graph of Enron and WorldCom
are representing such a reaction.
Especially in Anglo-Saxon countries the index of free float shows the dependency of corporations to IPOs (see Figure 2) in order to be provided with capital
to enhance their activities.
The hypothesis that small capital providers discouraged by scandals and failures (see the number of IPOs during years 2001-2003 and 2008-2009 in Figure
2) lose their faith in the corporate idea and in participating as shareholders in
corporations can have momentous consequences. During the years after major
corporate collapses—scandals (2001 and 2008) there was a significant drop in
the number of IPOs (see years 2001-2003 and 2008-2009 in Figure 2). The cause
of this drop in the number of IPOs was that the success of an IPO after a major
cluster of corporate scandals and failures is dubious due to the lack of confidence
to the corporate idea by minority shareholders. Extrapolating, corporations
couldn’t finance their growth and be dependent only to capital providers like
banks and major shareholders. Corporate risk will be concentrated to only few
major shareholders and hence many activities that are now feasible due to risk
dissemination to minority shareholders wouldn’t be feasible no more. Also, the
dependency on banks may increase capital costs and have an impact on financial
performance. This could lead to many corporations to failure and the terms of
competition could change dramatically.
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Figure 2. Number of IPOs in the United States from 1999 to 2018
(https://www.statista.com/statistics/270290/number-of-ipos-in-the-us-since-1999/).

5. Conclusion
Crossing the ideas of shareholders’ choices of Hirschman (1970) and their roles
as useful idiots, free riders or the corner stone of the corporate idea, shows that
contemporary corporate environment is complex. Minority shareholders are in
all corporate governance systems the most vulnerable group of shareholders but
there is significant difference in their vulnerability. Legal and judicial protection,
and the application of corporate governance principles are crucial to create a
stable corporate environment. Failure in these aspects of the environment
creates the basis for minority shareholders to be considered as free riders or
useful idiots.
As the two examples show regardless the corporate governance system dominant shareholders can and, in many cases, exploit minority shareholders in order
to obtain private benefits, to entrench themselves as the dominant group and retain the power and control over corporate assets. Major shareholders and managers as dominant stakeholders do have a fiduciary duty to minority shareholders and to the corporation itself to respect minority shareholders’ rights and to
reinforce their faith to corporate idea. Failing to do so, will turn minority shareholders to the Achilles heel of modern capitalism.
The paper argues that the foundation of capitalism is the shareholder idea.
Good practices (i.e. cumulative voting), codes of corporate governance and ethics, advanced monitoring mechanisms and institutions, new accounting and auditing standards, new regulation schemes, have failed in the past. Corporations
have become too big to control and monitor and the minority shareholder is left
with only one option, the exit. What is rational in short-term (the exploitation of
minority shareholders), is not rational in the long term. The main contribution
of the paper is the fact that its purpose is to stimulate awareness and provoke the
discussion about the issued raised.
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6. Limitations and Further Research
The paper has some limitations. It provides a framework for analysis but it’s only just that. It a theoretical framework and it has to be tested empirically. Some
evidence has been provided, but further investigation is needed to better establish the framework and hypothesis of the paper. The data needed for an empirical research is limited to a very small number of databases. So, further research is
needed. Minority shareholders face different problems, they have different instruments—tools to react and different political, regulatory and legal environment. Taking into account these differences and due to the complexity and diversity of the issue a research for the Anglo-Saxon countries and a separate research for the Continental Europe countries is necessary.
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